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Herd excitement at
By JEFF NATHAN
Sports editor

Tolley feels the Herd will be a
threat to score at any time.
Ted Shoebridge and Bob
Excitement over the 1970 Harris give the Herd strength at
Thundering Herd football team quarterback, which makes the
has reached a point unheard of burly coach just smile when
in Huntington for the past few they are mentioned. "We've got
years and may be at the most a couple of good ones," he said.
feverish pitch in Marshall
As for running backs, he is
•history.
also generally pleased. "We
Only time will tell if the ex- know we ·ve got a good one in
citement has solid foundation <Dickie > Carter and we 're
.and head coach Rick Tolley is expecting him to have his best
as unsure as anyone.
season if he can stay away from
"We'll definitely be better injuries. Our other two top
this year, but when I look, I can backs are sophomores and are
see where everyone we play will unproven, but both have ability
be improved," he said. "It all and could be good college
boils down to the fact that the, backs."
team who_is most improved will
Receiving too , should be
win.
better with Dennis Blevins and
Offensively, Tolley hopes the Jack Repasy a year more exHerd will be very explosive. perienced . "Blevins and
"We're striving for an explosive Repasy didn't catch a lot of
offense in contrast to a ball passes until towards the end of
control club," he said.
the year and they still hwe a lot
When looking at the offensive to learn," Tolley continued,
lineup, it's easy to see why "but the year of experience will
1

'

help and both have the
capability to turn in fine
seasons.''
However, the whole situation
is not bright and the offensive
line is where great expectations
turn to uncertainty. "This, said
Tolley, " is a question mark.
We've had troubles with injuries here, (notably Mark
Andrews ) but we've been
getting good effort from the
kids. It's going to be a question
of how well we hold up, because
we don't have any depth in the
offensive line."
·
As a whole, Tolley is obviously · pleased with the
progress of the offense, but is
still bothered by a lack of depth
in the line.
Improvement is also seen by
Tolley in the defense, although
he is more doubtful of the
defense than offense.
The secondary definitely will
be improved, according to
Tolly . We hated to move

all time high
(Kevin) Gilmore to offense but line improved are sophomore
we needed him there. But (Nat) Robert VanHorn and Mike
Ruffin and (Larry) Sanders Blake and returning letterman,
should be better this year. Felix Jerry Stainback and Larry and
Jordan is only a sophomore and . Tom Brown.
he's going to have a lot of
As an overall outlook Tolley is
pressure on him, but we feel conservatively optimistic. "Our
he's going to be a good one. He offense <somewhat disapwill also expect Bobby Hill to pointing against Morehead l
start some before the end of the
ear."
should be as good or better than
Y
last year and the defense
Linebacking too, should be ( 0 u ts ta n d i n g
a ga inst
improved. "We'll h~,ve m~re Morehead> and kicking game
speed than _laS t year, he said. will definitely be better. When
Jerry Stainback , has been you put them all together you
~oved
to gua rd
from - -~an definitely see that we will
httebac~er bec~use of la_ck -of I he a better football team " he
depth m the lme, but Juruor t , a·d
'
1
college_ transfers Art Sh~nnon
·
<Ferrum College) and Frank
All things considered, MarJames <Lees McRae College) shall fans have a right to be
should add depth and ability. optimistic, but the big question,
The defensive line has been as Tolley said is whether
bolstered by the presence of Marshall is more improved
Greg Finn, a 215 pound junior than the other teams on the
college All-American from schedule. Whatever the season
McCook College: Others ex- holds, it should be very inpected to make the defensive teresting.

Handbook states

student policies
By CHARLES H. FERG USO'.';
Sta fr reporter

The Marshall University Student Handbook now being compiled
will contain recently-adopted policies and regulations regarding

'
student rights, responsibilities, and conduct. according to Dr.
Constantine W. Curris, director of student personnel programs.
Dr. Curris said the new policies and regulations were set forth by
MU students . facuktv . and administration during the last meet_ing
of the Student welfare and conduct committee in May. They were
approved by the Board of Regents and pertain only to Marshall
University students.
These regulations have taken the place of those published by the
Board of Regents, that is an MU student is held accountable only
for the rules adopted by his campus representatives, Dr. Curris
said. He stressed that the book handed students during registration
periods now has faded into the background and does not govern
specifically students at Marshall.
In general, the binding rules applying to Marshall students
describe the rights of the individual and his responsibility to others.
Marshall University has been defined as "an academic community
whose members include its faculty , students, and administrators ...
The responsibility of each student is not to interfere with the rights
of others to enjoy that definition of an academic community.
The rules state that students also· are subject to local . state. and
federal laws in addition to those outlined on campus.
Other aspects of the rights and responsibilities section include
the right of a student to express his views in publication as long as
those views are not r epresented as the views of Marshall University. Students also are permitted to form , join and participate in
any group formed for intellectual economic, political, or cultural
purposes.
.
The conduct section of the regulations, in general, states that
students enrolled at Marshall University are expected to conduct
themselves as other citizens in abiding by the laws of the land. The
MARSHALL FOOTBALL BALLET
student also assumes a responsibility to conduct himself in a
0
manner compatible with the function of the University as an
educational institutions.
Regulations state that possession of firearms is expressly forBy JOHN WILSON
with The Raleigh Register. She is
bidden as are all types of dangerous weapons. Disruptive picketing
a member of Theta Sigma Phi,
Sta
rf
reporter
or demonstrating is not allowed on University-0wned or Universitywomen ' s communications
controlled property. The use, PQ_ssession, or distribution of narcotic
New editorial board and
or illegal drugs, except as expressly permitted by law, is forbidden . faculty advisers for The Par- honorary.
Jeff Nathan, Vienna junior
Students must identify themselves to any authorized University thenon have been named by the
and sports editor, has served an
official . Reporting any false incident such as a fire or bomb threat Department of Journalism.
internship with " The Marietta
is punishable by local officials. Unauthorized keys to UniversityWayne Faulkner. Hurricafle Times."
owned buildings or property also is expressly forbidden.
junior and editor-in-chief has
Editor of the editorial page is
In general , the new system says that a student must be informed served as a news editor for The
Tommie
Denny, Nitro senior
at least three days before his hearing is scheduled of t~e charg_es ~e Parthenon, an intern for the
former editor-in-chief of
allegedly committed. The student has a right to ca!l witnesses 1~ his Huntington Publishing Com - and
behalf and have an adviser present at the hearmg. The adviser. pany. and secretary of Tau The Parthenon.
Leslie Flowers, San Jose,
however, must be either a parent or guardian, another student, or a Kappa Epsilon.
Calif., senior and news editor,
member of the faculty unless specifically permitted by name by the
Marti Vogel. Beckley senior has previously served in the
board.
and managing editor. is former same capacity and recently
A student also has the right to appeal any decision by the board. A news editor for The Parthenon returned from a year of study in
<Continued on Page 3)
and has served an internship Switzerland.

ParthenOnencaineseenew staff
Patti Kipp, Parkersburg
sophomore and news editor, has
been summer feature editor for
The Parthenon.
Other members of -the
editorial board include Jack
Seamonds, Huntington junior
and chief photographer ; Sarah
Miller. Huntington graduate
assistant
and
business
manager ; Anita Gardner,
Huntington senior and assistant
business manager; and John
Hendrickson , Huntington
graduate assistant in news
production.
<Continued on Page Two l

'

Good
Weather
Weather Bureau forecast for today
is partly cloudy and quite .warm with
temperatures in the high 80's and low
90's with a 30 per cent chance of
thunder
showers.
Wednesday's
forecast is continued warm temperatures with a chance of thunder
showers.

Today
(

1,,
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FIRST SQUAD MEETINGS for the
novice debate team will be held today
and Wednesday in SH 254.
APPOINTMENTS CAN BE MADE
this week by seniors to have their
pictures made for the Chief Justice by
contacting the Student Government
office.

Wednesday
TICKETS FOR THE STUDENT Artist
Series can be picked up in the lounge of
Smith Hall until 3 p.m.

FRANICLYSPEAKING

br Phil Frank

Conduct code endorsed

A resolution concerning the
West Virgin1a student code of
conduct for colleges and
universities was adopted by
members of the College
Republicans Club, according to
Joe Drummond , Huntington
, senior and secretary of the club.
Adopted by a "close" vote,
(figures were not released ) the
resolution is in support of the
code.
The following is the exact text
of the resolution as presented to
The Parthenon.
"We the members of the
Marshall University College
Republicans find the ''Policies.
Rules,
and
Regulations
Regarding Student Rights,
Responsibilities, and Conduct in
West Virginia State Universities and Colleges" as enacted
by the Board of Regents neither
harsh. extreme, nor repressive.
"The crux of the argument
against this document by a
minority of students is that it
violates thei r constitutional
right of assembly.
" However . an applic_ation of a
right
or
constitutional
guarantee ceases to be a
legitimate application when it
infringes upon the rights of

others: Our forefathers never
intended the Bill of Rights to be
absolute. Thusly. for example,
freedom of speech has
necessarily been restricted
from such abuses as perjury
and slander.
"We are shocked at the
inability of college administrators to deal with the
take-0ver of academic buildings
by extremist-led students and
similar assemblies which interfere with the right of other
students to attend classes. Such
assemblies
are
clearly
prohibited by the Code of
Conduct. We agree that the
University or College president
should have the authority to
dispel such unlawful assemblies.
"With reglll'd to section 6.04.
subsection C. part i of the code
we feel that a student may
receive legal council and still
·c omply with the document
through the establishment of an
om buds m a n. employing
professional legal council.
within the office of the Dean of
Students. The ombudsman
could also serve to investigate
student grievances against the
administration.

" The College Republicans
Club is taking this stand
because we feel that radicaloriented students mistake
apathy for sympathy and
consequently are encouraged to
continue or escalate tactics
which are designed to interrupt
the educational process. The
College Republicans hope to
stimulate the transition of the
pre.vailing opinion of students
toward such tactics from a
passive to an active opposition."
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New staff named
<continued
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Advisers for The Parthenon
are Dr. Thomas McCoy.
assistant professor of journalism . and Carl Denbow. instructor in journalism.
Carl Denbow. a graduate of
Ohio Slate Cnivcrsity. is
working toward his Ph .D. in
mass communications at Ohio
University.
In. addition to the editorial
appointments. The Parthenon
announced three major advances over previous years .Two distribution points have

been added in Northcott Hall
and Gullickson Hall in addition
to those in Stewart Harold
Smith Hall. Old Main. Science
Building. Shawkey Student
.Union . and Twin Towers
Cafeteria .
The story deadline has been
improved by four hours from 10
a.m . lo :.! p.m. !Jistribution is
scheduled for 7: :lO a .m . on
,:uesday. Wednesday. Thur-

sday. and Friday of each week .
A daily increase of" I .om
papers will bring the tot al
printed to 7 .\JOO.

Sweater Shirts
are so practical and
Penneys has them

y~~;'
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IONLY$1.
'

OOC.C.O l :O C.000,
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... hlack ,\ wh ile o r
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" nnh , n c .. . :ind wc·11
,cnJ )'>.)LI I OU gummcJ,
p...:rf..,ratcd. ,tamp-:-iil.l'd
pict u res. y .,11·11 fi n d
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It's easy! Buy a
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TOT Stapler
Tlae Pa.rtlaenon
1111\MP&J,1, UNJVm1TI' STUDBNT NftSPAPD
(includini I000
FREE .iaplci ond

Establi$11ed 11H
Fun,,•leiued Wire to The Associated Press.

VHTICAl STRIPE SWEATEI SHIRT

Enterecl as second crass matter, May 2', 1945, at the Post Ollie• at Huntington, West
Virginia 25701, under Act of Co1>9ress, Much I, 117'. Published TuHday, Wednesday,

•
•
•
•

Tt\ursd•y and Friday during school year ancl weekly during summ_er by Depart~•"~ ~f
Journalism. M•rsh•II University, 16th Strfft and lrd Avenue. Hunt,ngton. West v,r9,n1•
25701 . Off--c•mpus subscription rate;M per semester, plus SO cents for each summer term.

All full time students paying student activity services fee •re entitled to copies of The
Parthenon.

16.98

STAFF

Editor-in-chief
Managing editor
SpGl"ts editor
Editor, eclitori•I page
News Nitors
Chief phot09r•pher
Gradu•te assistant-business manager
Assistant business manag•r
Graduate assistant-news production
Faculty·•dvis.rs

100% ALPACA WOOL
SIZES S M L XL
COLOR-BAY BLUE, GINGER, OYSTER
ORY CLEAN

Wayne F•ulkn•r
Marti Vogel
Jeff Nathan
Tommi• l)enny
Lesllt Flowtn, Patti Kipp
Jaik Seamonds
Sauh~ill~
Anita Gardner
Jolln H•ndrickson
Dr.~a•~Coy,CarlDen-

,•

k
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Coed housing--not really
, By MARTI VOGEL
Managing editor

'

'I HO~ YOU LEARN W ADJUST

m co-c:D

HOl½INq, o~cAR ~'

New policies l·isted
( continued from page I >
decision must have the approval of at least two-thirds of the sevenstudent, two-faculty member board.
The judicial board has the power to impose either an acquital. a
warning, disciplinary probation, a suspension from the University
for a definite or an indefinite period of time. expulsion from the
University permanently, or to compel reimbursement for damage
to University property.
A final appeal can be directed in writing to the President of
Marshall University.

Coed housing at MU?
Not really, though there are
women in South Hall this year.
It can't really be called coed
housing, however, since the
connecting fire door between
the wings of the floors is kept
locked.
According to Warren S.
Myers, director of housing,
about 70 to 90 women are living
in the west wings of the second,
third and fourth floors. It is
strictly experimental and there
are no plans to institute it in
other dorms. The reason South
was picked is that it was
desi_gned to be used as a coed
dorm , Myers explained.
Feedback so far, he said, has
been favorable. Parents were at
first worried about the security,
but he said they are keeping in
close touch with what is going
on.
In general. women living in
the hall I:ke it. though there are
a few complaints.
Barbara Pearson. Parkersburg senior said. "The only
really bad thing is the heat. The
boys aren ·t really any trouble.
We don't have lounge privileges
as much. though.··
" I like it. " said Sandy
Wh eeler.
Saint
Albans
sophomore. "lt"s nice to think
they trust us in a coed dorm.
We're more free to do what we
want to do ...

Donna Pettigrew, Pittsburgh,
Pa. sophomore also likes the
idea of living in a coed dorm. " I
think it's a good idea living on a
cooperative basis. It has it's
·problems, but the way times are
changing it's good. It shows
progress at Marshall."
Anita Lawson, Pt. Pleasant
sophomore said that it's
"working out 0.K. Everyone's
sticking to the rules. It's not any
different here from any other
women's dorm. "
Not all comments are good,
however.
Alicia Grabosky, Oak Hill
sophomore thinks that "the
shape of the rooms 4s terrible."
" I don 't like it," said Teresa
McCune, Belle freshman. "It's
not fair . They lock the fire doors
and we have to ride the
elevators. You walk in the
lounge and everyone stares at
you. I wasn't a member of the
women's lib' till I moved here. "
Susan Pope, South Charleston
sophomore agreed. "The boys
give us no respect. I kind of like
it, though, because the ratio is 5
to l. It's not really a coed dorm,
though. because they keep the
connecting fire door locked. "
One problem that comes up
again and again in speaking to
the women is the common

Senior pictures will.be taken
Senior pictures for the 1971
Chief Justice will be taken Sept.
28 through Oct. 2 in the Shawkey
Student Union · ballroom, acco rding to Susan Casali ,
Beckley senior a nd editor-inchief.
Photographs will be taken by
Stevens Studios, Inc., Bangor,
Me..
and
only
these
photographs will be acceptable
for the yearbook. Miss Casali
Sil irl

"It

that

pointments be made a(the Chief
Justice office Monday through
Fridav of this week between 9
a.m. and 5 p.m. ," Miss Casali
said.
There will be a $2 sitting fee,
payable at the time the
photographs are taken.
"The reason for bringing a
professional photographer to
campus is the lack of interest
that students have shown when
they had to go downtown to get ·

their pictures made." said Miss
Casali. "This way we hope to
increase the number of seniors
pictured in the book ...
The Chief Justice began to
delete
pictures
of
underclassmen with the 1970 issue
"because of the low percentage
of them having their pictures
made."
The 1970 Chief Justice is
scheduled to be distributed Oct.

consensus that the facilities are
just not up to par with those in
the women's dorms.
Pawn Johnson, Huntington
sophomore said, " The rooms
are not designed for women.
There are no make up lights or
mirrors. There are bunk beds,
too. In general, conditions could
be better."
Kay Richards, Lincoln
County sophomore, put into
words the one factor that may
outweigh all the bad points.
"You can socialize at home.
You don 't have to go out for it. "
Yet. maybe on the other hand,
Judi Williams, Belle freshman
and a resident of Twin Towers,
summed,up the other side of the
argument. " It's a nice place to
visit, but I wouldn 't want to live
here."
·
Adv.

"Welcome students"

BARNLOFT
Appointments by request

Barber and men's
hairstyling,
Razor cutting and
f~ather blending.
Phone 525-8741

733 7th Ave. R.

Adv.

UNIVERSITY
MARKET INC.
'

Welcomes all freshmen and
returning upperclassmen.
Stop and shop with us for
your groceries and personal needs.

1602--Corner of 16th and 3rd

I.

Tonig.ht:
Appalachian Mainline
Wednesday:
God's Will
(former.ly Dynamiks)
Marshall ID

Cover charge--50(

Adv.
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Teacher test dates set

general cultural background,
and
a
Teaching
Area
Examination which measures
their mastery of the subject
they expect to teach.
Prospective teachers should
contact the school systems in
which they seek employment,
or their colleges, for specific
advice on which examinations
to take and on which dates they
should be taken.
The Bulletin of Information
for Candidates contains a list of
test centers, and information
about the examinations, as well
· as a Registration Form. Copies
may be obtained from college
placement officers, school
personnel departments, or
directly from National Teacher
Another reason for its for- Examinations,
" A Greek Council was
Box .911,
organized to get the Greeks mation was to show the Greeks Educational Testing Service,
even more involved in campus that by uniting, they can benefit Princeton, New Jersey 08540.
themselves and the campus. Adv.
activities."
Used Furniture
For instance, supplies; food, and
This is how John Hammat, entertainment could be bought
Beds, Living Room_.
Williamtown senior and · at a lower rate if ·the Greeks
Refrigerators, Ranges
president of Zeta Beta Tau went together.
Prices to suit your budget
summed up the purpose of the
"The council would act as
council. The council is com- some communicative body for
posed of presidents of all the whole Greek system. If
fraternities and sororities, there was a problem between a
elected
alternates,
the · sorority and fraternity, the
I0S0 3rd. Avenue
president of IFC and the council will help decide the anTHIS AD WILL ENTITLE
president of Panhellenic swers to it's problems." HamYOU TO A J0CJi,DISCOUNT
Council.
m at
said.

College seniors preparing to
•..ach school may take the
National
Teacher
Examinations on any of the four
different test dates.
New dates for the testing of
prospective teachers are: Nov.
14, 1970, and Jan. 30, April 3, and
July 17, 1971. The tests will be
given at nearly 500 locations
throughout the United States.
Results of the National
Teacher Examinations are used
by many large school districts
as one of several factors in the
selection of new teachers and by

several states for certification

or licensing of teachers. Some
colleges also require all seniors
preparing to teach to take the
examinations . The school
systems and state departments
of education which use the
examination results are listed
. in an NTE leaflet entitled
"Score Users" which may be
obtained by writing to ETS.
On each full day of testing,
prospective teachers may take
the Common Examinations
which · measure
their
professional preparation and

Council to .unite Greeks·

STAR'S
BARGAIN MART

.

WORKMEN PUT the finishing

'

touches on the new Communications Building adjacent
to Smith Hall.

Finishing up

Adv.

Union movies scheduled for year
Five popular movies are
scheduled to be shown in the
Science Hall during the fall
semester, all on Friday
evenings except one.
The schedule is; Oct. 9,
"Rosemary's Baby;" Oct. 21,
"Bonnie And Clyde;" Nov. 13,
"Cool Hand Luke;" Dec . 11,
" Blow-Up; " Jan. 8, "The

Boston Strangler."
Student Union Manager, W.
Don Morris said the films will
be shown on Fridays to avoid interference with students school
work.
- Morris said' the films will be
shown twice to allow students
coming in late to see the entire
show.

be
the

man.
you.

Adv.

/~Want

---1. _.-..,.

··to be
This is the year you can present two
faces to the world-and both will he
great! For the man who wants comfort
and style in his 9 to fi world:
liberated suits. They look
traditional, but have a new touch
.. . a new freedom. When you're
doing your thing-you want a
free look. In some wry now
suits. lapels are gone, buttons
are gone, even slee\'es are gone.
The unsuit can be ~-pieces
with a shirt or sweater. It's
smashingly casual and quite
correct. So if you're taking
sides in the menswear
re\'olution, we're on both
of them when the:,

Fleurette
Just like your dream.
Timeless.
Reaching the infinity
of a thousand stars.
Reflecting a heritage of love
as old as time.
As young as the dawn.
Fleurette by Orange Blossom.
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WMUL names station manager
Roland (Dean) Sturm,
producer-Oirector closed circuit
television, has been appointed
station manager of WMUL-FM,
it was announced by Terry M.
Hollinger, general manager.
Regarding Sturm's appointment, Hollinger commented, "We believe WMULFM can become an effective
force in the educative process
by providing programs on the
elementary and secondary
levels of education, as well as,
serving other areas of the TriState communities.

"We are hopeful," Hollinger ·
continued, "of funds being
provided so we can assist the
hospitals, doctors, and nurses
with programming directed
specifically toward their interests, as well as, becoming a
flagship station for a sports
network at Marshall Univer-·
sity. However, for the station to
reach this level of community
participation, it will be
necessary to have public
backing for a hoped for power
increase."
Sturm said his first concern
will · be to build WMUL-FM's

listening audience . "If an
educational station is supposed
to influence people, then WMUL
will do that. But,' ' Sturm
continued, "we must have
people who are listeners in
order to influence; so we are
going to go after listeners."
Sturm said his primary interest now, and even after the
hoped for power increase is
attained, "will be service to and
entertainment for campus
dwellers. As time progresses we
will expand to more roundly
include our complete coverage
area."

lncinerato~r cause. of fire
Smoke from a smoldering
incinerator set off the fire
alarm at West Hall at 5:25 a .m.
Saturday, but it resulted in no
damage , according to the
Huntington Fire Department.
The alarm was called in by
Jim Burns, night supervisor,
and the residents were
evacuated from the building.
Firemen extinguished the fire
and the residents were allowed
DR. BUELL TO SPEAK

Dr. Stephen D. Buell, director
of educational television and
-radio at Marshall, will speak at
a two-oay consultation on
church
and
educational
television today in Cincinnati.
The theme of the conference is
what can be done by the
churches to co-operate with
educational television stations.

to return within 30 minutes.
According to Mrs. Suzanne
Davidson, assistant residence
director who was on duty for the
weekend, there was one
beneficial aspect of the fire. " It
brought everyone closer
together because there was a
common interest," she said.
The fire alarm on sixth floor
was not loud enough, she stated,
and many of the residents had
to be awakened. Girls were
helping each other get out of the
building, and since that morning, everyone seems to be
friendlier toward one another.
"The smoke was up to my
chest by the time I got to sixth
floor, " Mrs. · Davidson said.
"And when I opened the door to
the incinerator shaft, I thought I
was in Vietnam because of the
sound of exploding hairspray
cans."

West Hall had not had a
practice fire drill and for many
residents this was their first
weekend in a dormitory. "I
imagine this is one fire drill the
freshmen will never forget ,"
Mrs. Davidson stated, adding
that she felt the residence advisors did their job well. "When
everyone was awake, they knew
what to do, how to do it, and
kept things moving."
RECORD ON SALE

A record entitled "Songs Of
Marshall" is on sale at the
music department office SMH

Sturm also announced that · nouncer for WSAZ-TV in adWMUL will soon expand its dition to staff work as well as
broadcast schedule from the master of ceremonies for
present weekend only operation "Coffee Time, 11 a locally
televised audience participation
to a seven-day schedule.
Sturm asked for volunteers to _show. He, also, was a producer
work at the station saying, "We and master of ceremonies for
heartily issue an appeal to all .the "Saturday Night Jamboree
persons interested in broad- Show" on WSAZ-TV for eleven
casting to come give us a hand years.
Sturm was general manager
and be a part of our growing
adventure." Anyone interested of WROL-TV, Portsmouth ,
in working at WMUL-FM can Ohio., and as station mana~er of
stop by the studios located in WVQM Stereo Radio in HunRoom 16 of the Science Building tington. He joined the Marshall
Monday through Saturday University Staff, Closed Circuit
between the hours of 1-5 p.m. Division, in 1968 as producerSturm has a wide anl varied director. He will continue these
background in all areas of radio duties in addition to his areas of
and television communications. responsibility with the radio
In 1953 he was the chief an- station. ·

Rehea~als set
Marshall University Choral
Union will hold rehearsals
Monday at 7:30 p.m . this
semester. The group will meet
in SMH 150, according to Dr.
Paul A. Balshaw, Director of
university choirs.
Those unable to attend the
first rehearsal may report next
Monday. Anyone interested
may participate. ·

~-----------------------,
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"Songs of Marshall" is
directed by Robett Clark,
associate professor of music
and choir director, Dr. Paul
Balshaw, assistant professor of
music.
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'TOTAL SOUND'

Music faculty -recital tonight
The first.faculty recital of the
academic
year
will
be
presented at 8:15 p.m. today in
Smith Music Hall by John W.
Creighton, as~iate professor
of music.
A member of the Department
of Music faculty since 1945,
Professor Creighton will sing
the Liederkreis Cycle No. 39 by
Robert Schumann and settings
of poetry by Paul Verlaine.
Other composers included on
the program are Faure, Hahn,

Debussy, Alger, Poldowski,
Purcell , Delio Joio and
Warlock. Mrs. Mary Shep
Mann, retired member of the
MU music faculty, will be accompanist.
Professor Creighton received
an M. A. degree in 1942 from
Northwestern University and
has done graduate study at
Saint
Louis
University,
Juilliard School of Music and
Northwestern.
Although this is his first
faculty recital in 10 years,

Creighton, a tenor, has sung in
many musical programs at
Marshall as soloist and in
choral groups.
In addition to his voice instruction at MU, he serves as
choir director of Trinity
Episcopal Church.
Faculty recitals are open to
students and the public. There
is no admission fee.

·1
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albums, tapes, cassettes,
home and car stereos
and accessories
Adv.
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WHAT'S NEW?

Good looking
. men never
get a haircut
(They get a hairstyle)

DELIVERED

A Roffler Sculptur-Kut hairstyle. They have their hair
styled by an expert Roffler Stylist to accent their features
and compliment their natural facial characteristics. ·
A haircut is for everybody . A Roffler-Kut is for an individual person. Your Roffler Stylist will take into consideration every detail and feature of your hea'tl when he
is finished, you'll look better than you ever looked in your
life.
Roffler-styled hair is much easier to care for also.
Roffler Sculpture-Kut tapers the end of each hair, causing
it to lie in place naturally. With a Roffler Sculpture-Kut,
your hair will always comb easily and neatly.
Want to be a better looking man? Do something about
the only feature you have which can_really be changed-your hair. Get a Roffler-Sculpture Kut, hairstyling madeto-order. We guarantee the "no-scalped" look in long
hairstyling. Phone today for an appointment.

Mays Barbering & Hairstyling Salon
Phone 522-2052 1009 20th St.

Adv.
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PINTO------$197975
INCLUDES ALL STANDARD EQUIPMENT

1600cc '4 cyl. eng.
4 spd. trans.
Back-up lights
0. S. Mirror
2 spd. elec. wiper!t
Self-adjusting brakes
Seat belts w/ shoulder har.

Locking steering column
Rack and pinion steering
Hot water heater
Padded dash
Windshield washer
6.00 X 13 tires

GALIGHER FORD CENTER
5th Ave. & 25th St. Ph. 529-1321

Adv.
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Engineer group planned
I

Marshall University's Civil this program. He will present be held in an auditorium at MU.
Engineering Department is slides, etc., concerning ac- Stinson said he hopes to have
curre~tly in the pa-ocess of tivities of the History arid two speakers discussing
.setting up a student chapter of Heritage Committee of the West general transportation. Also,
the American Society of Civil Virginia section. Kemp works arrangements will be made for
Engineers, according to Samuel with civil engineering in the group to attend the Kent
State - MU football game that
Stinson, · chairman of the --relation to the state.
deparbnent.
On Sat., Nov. 7, a meeting will afternoon.
The pW'pOSe of a student
Adv.
chapter is to help the student
prepare himself for entry intCI
the civil engineering professior·
and the society.. ·
.
Stinson said students and
advisory personnel met Aug. 5
launders - Cleaners
with the board of directors of
the West Virginia section. John
Same Day Service
A. Bacon and Dallas E.
Lawhun, both members of the
In by 9--out at 4: 30
section, acted as advisers and
contacted representatives for
the student chapter.
1001 16th St.
Tentative plans are being
ph. 523-0171
made for a joint meeting of the
student chapter with the West
Virginia section Nov. 6 and 7.
Stinson said they plan to invite members of the section and
all MU civil engineering
students who are eligible.
to
In addition, special invitations will be sent to the
student chapters at West
Virginia University and West
Virginia
Institute
of
at
Technology, the only two
chapters in the state. These
members will be allowed to
bring guests.
Z050 3rd Ave.
ph. 696-9110
Uptowner Inn will host this
meeting Friday, Nov. 6. A
and
registration period is planned
from 5:00 to 6:00; social hours .
6:00 to 7:00; 'dinner 7:-8:00; and
a program from 8:00 to 9:00.
1141 4th Ave.
ph. 696-9861
:
Emory Kemp, chairman . of
.
We weicome T.G.I.F .S. aad beer parties for MU groups
:
the Civil Engineering Departme,nt of WVU will also speak at

·s=====================~
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Manhal University Students-Only

NOT REALLY, as a laborer

Messl

continues work on the new ·
communications center amid
scaffolding and planks. The .
center which Is ,cheduled for
completion soon will house both
MU radio and television.

New student aid set
This year Marshall is participating in the new Student Need
Analysis Program (SNA) through the American College Testing
Program.
·
The pW'pOse of the new pa-ogram is to help students when they are
applying for financial aaaiatance. The IJl'Oll'8lll outlines a definite
procedure students should follow when applying for. aid to Marshall.
Students applying for financial aid or scholarship must send a
Family Financial Aid Statement (FFS) to the ACT Student Need
Analysis Program in Iowa City. A FFS may be obtained from high
school guidance coW1selors or principal.
The ACT Student Need Analysis Program will then send to
Marshall a Comprehensive Financial Aid Report (CFAR). This
CFAR will be the application for financial aid. All letters in support
of this application should be sent to the financial aid office.

available

The Woody

University Lounge

,..

...................................
Adv.

cc»AE10
DUTCH MILLER
OIMta Fl AND
DRIVE THE U111 ·FCAR
-... -.
THAT .·~--...

lOBE·

You've probably heard a lot
about the Vega by now.
Well, we want you to forget it all.
Forget that the Vega comes· in
four models: coupe, sedan, -wagon
and panel truck. Forget that it gets
around 25 miles to the gallon. Forget
that even the standard sedan
comes with a 90-horsepower
overhead-cam aluminum al-

oy engine~front disc brakes and front
bucket seats.
Forget all that and just take Vega
for a test-drive. That, all by itself,
will convince you.
Vega's tight, mane.u verable. It's
downright fun.
See for yourself.
'l'oday.

1100 WASHINGTON AVE.

..
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Artist Series
opens Sept. 30

BUDDY RICH
At Artist Series Sept. 30

The Buddy Rich Or- upon presentation of as
chestra, with a new sound many activity cards.
that is distinctively "now",
launches the 1970 _71
Buddy Rich gained the
Student Artists Series, tiUe "The World's Greatest
Wednesday, Sept. 30 _ Drummer" after careers
Curtain time is S:30 p.m. at with the Bunny Berrigan
the Keith Albee Theater.
Band, Artie Shaw, and the
Marshall University
Tommy Dorsey Orchestra.
students may obtain One of his biggest hits of
reserved seat tickets for that era was "Hawaiian
the concert Wednesday and War Chant. "
Thursday, September 23
The present Buddy Rich
and 24, from 8 a.m. to 3 Orchestra was formed in
p.m . in the student lounge 1966, and is credited for the
of Smith Hall . Free return of the big band
reserved seat tickets may sound. He and his band
be obtained by students have stimulated
the
upon presentation of ac- emotions of the contivity cards. Any one temporary listeners
student may obtain up to because of uniqueness in
four reserved seat tickets sound and drive.

CCC plans fall program
Activities of religion , intellectua l and recreational
interest will be provided by the
Campus Christian Center this
fall.
.
Programs to be offered include contact groups to provide
group experience where personal
discoveries
and
relationships are made.
An Arts Festival will be
scheduled to use student talent
portraying all the fields of art.
The festival will include
painting, dancing and drama.
Students may make'use of the
coffee house which presents folk
singers
and
other
entertainment.

Issue oriented discussions, in
conjunction with new student
union, will allow students to
debate present national, state,
community and campus issues.
A Sunday evening program
will offer students an interesting seminar of discussion,
a low cost meal, and creative
worship experiences . Fall
seminars include the mass
media, and a Bible study of the
Hebrew prophets. Interdenominational worship
Services will be held Sundays at
10:45 a .m. Catholic Mass will be
celebrated Saturdays at 6:00
p.m . and Sunday at 9:45 a .m .
and 5:00 p.m .

SENIOR PICTURES
SEPT. 2·s -- OCT.
. 2
Must sign for a time

by 5 p.m.

Convocation set Thursday
Dr . . Maxwell H. Goldberg,
A graduate of the Boston
who has been called a scholar Latin School, Dr. Goldberg
concerned with humanities and received his B.S. degree from
technology will be on campus the University of Massachusetts
Thursday and Friday as a and his.M.A. and Ph.D. degrees
Danford visiting scholar.
from Yale University, where he
Dr. Maxwell will speak in a was a University Scholar. He is
Convocation Thursday at 11 currently Associate Director,
a.m. in Old Main Auditorium on . for the Humanities, Center for
"Liberal Learning: Beyond Continuing Liberal, Education,
Relevance.'.' He will also speak professor of Humanities and
Thursday at 8 p.m. in Old Main English, past acting associate
Auditorium on "Values and dean, and chairman of the
Environments
in
the :Council on the Humanities in
Technetronic Age."
the College of Liberal Arts at
On Friday at 9 a.m. he will the
Pennsylvania
State
address philosophy students in -University. He is director of the
North Parlor of Old Main on CCLE-IBM
Project
on
"Humanities Teaching and the Technological Change and
Idea of Mankind." At 11 a .m. be, Human Values , the CCLE
will address science students in Humanistic Studies Program
North Parlor of Old Main on for Executive Development,
"Socrates, the Computer and and the Humanistic Studies
Ivied Walls."
Seminar for Clergy; and a
The
visiting · lecturers member of the Committee for
program which sponsors Dr. the University Program in
Goldberg was initiated in 1957 Science and Public Policy.
by the Arts Program of the
.
.
_
Association of American
Dr. Goldberg 1s editor of and
Colleges and is supported by a contributor to "Automation,
grant from the Danforth Education, and H~an Values"
Foundation. Its purpose is to ~~~ool and Society Books),
assist colleges in their efforts to
Bhnd1_1ess Re~earch : . The
strengthen liberal education. Expanding Frontiers--A Liberal
Each year several people of Studies Perspe~tive" (Penn
·outstanding intellectual stature ~tate Un_1vers1ty Press ),
from this country and abroad Technol~gi~al,, Ch~~e and
are made available to colleges Human D1gm_ty. and ~~es,
and universities.
· Burrs, and B1bhograph1es .

....--;'

FIENOI TAVERN RESTAURANT
•••••••••••••••

'-•••••••••
••••••t.h

Especially for the coll... • et-with your pocket book in mind,

~

Dimers from $1.65.
Open 4 to 10 p.m. Sunday 12 noon to
p.m. Closed Monday.

•

--,,

_.._I.,O

2349 Adama Ave.

Complete line of
student needs.

On Route 60, West

Adv.

Phone 5Z3-9U3

Ad\'.

Have you been to

I
....

f!2s 1 - BASKETBALL~,!! AMERICA ·

Converse All~Star
.-. Basketball Shoes

$J.95
-SLIGHT IIIIGULAU-

Marshall University Shirts
Gym clothing and shoes
We letter fraternity and sorority
and other organization shirts

I

Sept. 25 in Chief Justice office
(Student Union) between 9 and 5.

Chief Justice
Sitting fee--$2 per senior.

DR. MAXWELL GOLDBERG

Support Coach Tolley
and the football
team this season.
See you at the game.

CORNER 11 TH STREET & 4TH AVENUf HUNTINGTON, W. VA.

Adv.

,_,.er1y Occ.pltlll ly lelHr Dnt

PN. 523-7766
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IIEHD IS 0~ THE SPOT
Da,·e Griffith reco\'ers fumble .

L.\HHY S,\~l>EHS STIUKES

Ea~le 11Ia~·er rumhh•s

Opportunity kn,ocks

• • •
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\\'IIO'S (iOT TIIE IUI .L'!
Eagle 1>hl~·l•r inldl'l'l'd on llw pla~·

1101.1) O~. l':\I ('0:\11~(;:
,Joe llmHI Swt•t•ps l.l'l'l End

• • •

·d
an Marshall answers
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WE'VE GOT THE BALL!
~U players Celebrate

Pfiotos

by

Jack Seamonds
and
Charlie Titlow

_,- _ .4

TED SHOEIU{ll)(iE S('IL\:\IHI.ES I.EFT
Scon·s (i,111w·s First Tl>
{ 1.•
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Tolley satisfied with Herd vidory
Hood, Harris impressive
in opening game triumph
Three times, the Herd drove
deep into Morehead territory
without scoring, and they were
Vince Lombardi, the late driving again when the game
coach of the Green Bay Packers ended. However, they couldn't
dynasty in pro football once seem to muster the extra push
said, "Winning isn't everyth_ing. when it was needed.
It's the only thing."
Tolley had respect for the
Marshall football fans might Eagle defense, but felt his team
take that quote to heart. - hurt themselves more. "They
Although the Thundering Herd had a good defense," he said,
wasn't particularly impr-essive but it wasn't so much their
in Saturday's- -11-1 win over defense that stopped us, as
Morehead, they did win, and as much as our own·mistakes. We
Lombardi said, "It's the only had several scoring opthing."
portunities and didn 't take
"We're always satisfied when advantage of them."
we win," said Coach Rick
Bright spots in the disapTolley. "We know we can play pointing offensive showing may
much better football, but it was have been sophomore running
the first game, and the opening backs Joe Hood and Art Harris.
game always has a lot of Hood was the game's leading
mistakes. The important thing rusher with 75 yards in 18
is we've won four of our last five carries, and Harris added 71
gaQles."
yards on 15 carries. "All things
'A;fter the Herd jumped out to considered they had good days
an early 10--0 lead things settled for sophomores," Tolley said,
down and the game turned into "but I think you're going to see
a combination of good defense a lot better games out of them .."
and offensive mistakes.
Veteran fullback Dickie
Carter only carried the ball four
times, and, according to Tolley,
this was because Morehead was
stacking their line and blitzing.
PartlM- plloto lly Jack seam9ftds
To off-set this the Herd went to
GREAT CATCH, JACK, BUT NO TD
halfback sweeps more often
Repasy ruled out of end zone
than s~raight inside power
Three time all-American plays,
Tolley was full of praise for
wrestler Mike Sager, a
graduate of the University of the defense which he felt unsure
Despite being beaten 38-6 by
Oklahoma ,.has assumed duties of before the game. " The
Three quarterbacks saw
Parker's main concern was
as Thundering Herd wrestling defense had a good game: Ferrum Junior College, fresh- action for the Little Herd and the defense and the only bright
there's no question about that," man football Coach Gale the most impressive was spot he saw.was the secondary.
coach.
· Sager wrestled in the 137 and he said. "The secondary did a Parker is not milling in the Reggie Oliver of Tuscaloosa, He had special praise for walk
147-pound classes during his real good job, but they were wake of past happenings. He Ala . "He's a leader and a real on Chuck Bucek of McKees
collegiate career and was helped by the pass rush of the simply says, "Ferrum had a good field general. People Rock , Pa .. who he said had the
real good team."
national champion in the 137- defensive line."
naturally follow him,'' Parker potential to "be a good one."
Parker, however, isn't the said.
Morehead was held to 153
pound class in 1964.
Potomac State College is next
He is a native of Tulsa and yards total offense, only 52 of only one who thinks Ferrum has
John Johnstonbaugh , a
coa·ched wrestling at a Tulsa which came on the ground a real good team, as they were tailback from North Plainfield, for the Little Herd and few
High School for one y_!;!ar . He against the tough Herd line. voted the riumber one junior N.J . was also praised by Parker changes are planned "except
also coached one year at However Tolley is not resting on college team in a press-season for his running. "Aside from those which will help the varsity
Oklahoma City Gant High past accomplishments and says poll. With a roster of 75 players, Spencer he was the only bright prepare for Toledo and
Xavier."
School where he produced a of the defense, "The.Y.'ll have to including many sophomores. spot in the offense."
state champion in what ~is get a lot better to stop Toledo. Ferrum used a platooning
Adv.
generally known as the toughest Ealey <Chuck Ealey, Toledo's system and switched defensive
wrestling state in the country . all MAC quarterback > is a real teams after each set of downs.
Despite Ferrum 's easy viJFrom Oklahoma City he went good scrambler."
Statistically, the Herd led in tory , and high ranking. Parker
to Ohio University, where he
earned an M.A. degree and almost every category. They feels the game should have been
while at OU he was assistant owned a 61 yard edge in total much closer. He said. " We were
wrestling coach and helped offense; a 14 to eight edge in real disappointed in the
build Ohio to ninth place in last first downs. In passing, defensive line . We thought this
year's National Collegjate Morehead picked up 101 yards was one of our strong points, but
Athletic Association wrestling to 63 for MU, as Ted Shoebridge they kind of let us down."
"We might have done better if
had his worst varsity game.
championships.
Saturday's game at Toledo we had stuck with one quarSager is not overly optimistic
about doing the same at Mar- starts at 4 p.m. and tickets are terback," he continued, "but we
shall right away, •but feels the available in Gullickson Hall .for wanted to see them all under
lo;
fire. '
potential is present. "The only $5.
thing we have to be ashamed of
is the past," he said.
Adv.
Not having practiced with the
team yet, has delayed his
overall analysis of team talent,
' -.
but he expects to learn more
RENTALS
SALES
SERVICE
after he meets with wrestling
f,'
prospects at 4 p.m. Wednesday
lOK GOLD CHARM
in Gullickson Hall Room 123.
GOLD FILLED CHAIN
Perhaps he summed it up best
himself when he said, "We
have only two ways to go--up or
crazy."
By JEFF NATHAN

Sports editor

All-American
now coachi.,g
Herd matmen

ferrum defeats Little Herd

Lavalier Your Girl
Now For 1970
...

TYPEWRITERS

Swim tryouts set
Persoos interested in t, ying
out for the Marshall swim team
have been asked to report to
Gullickson Hall room 1()() at 3:30
p.m . today , Coach Robert
Saunders said experience isn't
necessary.
Coach Saunders said that
anyone who can't make the
meeting can drop by to see him
any time at his .office in
Gullickson Hall room 106.
The team opens up its
· ·dule Dec . 11, against
. ".nmead State at home.

y
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Come in and see our complete
line of Fraternity - Sorority
JeWt!lry.

One group sterling silver
lavaliers--half price . .

1M5ffltb Ave.

~untingtoo, W. Va. 25703·

Phone ~me

C.F. Reuschlein, Inc.
940 Third Ave.
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Marco in the flesh
Marco, Marshall's buffalo mascot already has established a
reputation for bringing good luck to the Thundering Herd after
making his first appearance at the Morehead game, Saturday.
Marco is being seen in two forms this year - the traditional
Marco costume and the live mascot. The mascot -- a baby bison -was donated this year.
Though he is now being trained for half-time performances
Marco slept through most of Saturday's game. Dr. Willard Jinks,
assistant professor of biological science, and Julie Durkin have
.·been taking care of the four-and-a-half month old buffalo. It is
hoped that he will soon be trained enough to walk around Fairfield
Stadium. Right now it takes four strong men to keep Marco in line
when he is being walked.

From mighty lo mini,
HONDA has it all
Louie Fonduk Honda Sales

6018 Rt. 60 E- Barboursville

Adv.

Go herd go!

DAN'S SPORTS
SHOP INC.
Get your fraternity iackets
and ,shirts,, Marshall teeshirts and sweatshirts,
frisbees and other athletic
equipment here.

1155 4th Ave.
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Jackson ·returns; Parker optimistic
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By JEFF NATHAN
Sports editor
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MICKEY JACKSON

Look girls!
MU football
needs you
Get on the bandwagon girls!
The Marshall football team and
coaching staff need you!
Thats right! It's all part of a
program organized by assistant
football coach Red Dawson and
the
cheerleaders
called
"Buffalo Babes."
"Buffalo Babes" is a whole
new look in recruiting. It's main.
purpose is to bring outstanding
football players to Marshall,.
influencing them with the use of
personable, intelligent girls.
Not a lonely hearts club or
computer dating set up, ·
"Babes" will date prospective
MU athletes, show them and
their families around campus,
greet visiting teams when they
arrive in Huntington and work
in the football office the morning of games.
Similar programs have been
used at other schools with great .
success and the coaching staff
is hopeful of it working as well
at Marshall.
But for it to work well, approximately 50 girls are needed.
All coeds interested are urged
to attend an organizational
meeting at 7 p.m. today in GH

years there became & varsity
assistant in Chesapeake. From
there he moved to John Yeates
and brought his quarterback,
David Walsh, with him when he
came to Marshall.
He is married to the former
Jean K. King and they have two
children, four-year-old Carrie
and Brian a year and a half.
Parker is pleasently surprised so far with the progress
of his frosh. "I've been surprised as a whole with our team.
We're better than I thought

Former Marshall running
back Mickey Jackson and Old
Dominion University graduate
Gale Parker have been added to
. the football coaching staff by
head coach Rick Tolley.
Jackson, a native of Harpers
Ferry will coach receivers. He
entered Marshall in 1963 on a
football · scholarship and
majored in social studies and
physical education.
While at MU he led the nation
in scoring for the first half of his I
junior year, when he ended up
with 96 points. He rushed for a
"If we have a
career fotal of 1231 yds. in 45t
carries and caught 39 passes for
rea I ly
strong
503 yds. In addition he returned
I
24 kickoffs for 536 yds. and 2(
punts for 396 yds. His best
point
the
season was his junior year when
he rushed for 704 yds.
defensive line.· 1
Jackson is married and he
and his wife Linda were expecting a baby Sept. 2, but as of
Parker
press time the child still had not
made an appearance.
As for his receivers, Jackson
feels they are as good or better we'd be," he said. "The most
than any the Herd will face all important thing we're doing is
year, and in DeMis Blevins and working together well. These
Jack Repasy he feels, "We have kids have come in from all parts
two of the finest receivers in the of the. country and are really
country. Both have good hands adjusting to each other.''
and are breakaway threats."
"If we have a really strong
Parker, a 27 year old army point its our defensive line," he
veteran with a deep southern ~ontinued. "Our defensive
drawl, comes to Marshall a~ lineman are ~trong, fast and
freshman coach after a year as very a~ess1ve. . N~ed as
head coach at John Yeates High ?utstanding defe~s1ve lmeman
School in Suffolk, Va.
m pre-season drills were Dan
A native Virginian, Parker is Polcyn, a _6-1,. 225 ~und tac!de
a graduate of Old Dominion from Gall1pohs, Ohio and Rick
University, where former MU Fedders a 6-2, 230 pound tackle
basketball great SoMy Allen is from Fort Mitchell, Ky.
coaching. ;.
·
6-1, 210 pound Doug Lovejoy
He started his coaching of Huntington and 6 ft. 225 pound
career at a junior high in co-captain Ace Loding of
Chesapeake, Va. and after two Newport News, Va. were named

as outstanding linebacking
orospects by Parker.
Defensive weak points ~e
hard to pick out before ·having
played a game, according to
Parker, but he feels the
secondary may be a little weak.
"They'll be alright though," he
continued. "In college the ball is
put in the air a lot. A lot of these
boys didn't see much passing in
high school and that's my main
concern."
Another possible weak point is
the defensive ends. "The
defensive ends may be a bigger
question mark than the
secondary. Our outside containment has been poor in
scrimmage games against the
varsity,'.' he said.
He noted the backfield as the
strong point of the offense. "We
have at least two real good
quarterbacks and maybe three.
~aptain Reginald Oliver of
Tuscaloosa, Ala. started
against no. one ra~ Junior
College team Ferrum Satur
day, but David Walsb of Suffolk,
Va. also saw a lot of action. The
third quarterback, Mark Miller
of Prestonsburg, Ky. is very
versatile, much like Bob Harris
of the varsity, according to
Parker; and is expected to see
some playing time too.
Rounding out the backfield
· are two men who in Parker's
-words "have good potential."
They are Rick Meckstrogh and
John Joh_nstonbough.
. T~e Little Herd were run
basically from _a pr~ pawer I o~
o~fense_ and will utilize a spht
six_ as ~ts number one def~se.
T~1s_ is a defense which
ehmmates one guard and adds a
monster _man.
In 1C>Okin:1 ahead, Parker ~eels
· the talent 1s present and with a
I little bit of luck, the Frosh could
have a very successful season.
Adv.
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Renovation
incompete
Fairfield Stadium is now
. greener than the $l90,000 it took
to get it that way, and although
. the Herd bas already played one
.
game on th~ new Astro-turf, it
· ::y be ~:hlle~fi~~~the
0
renovation will be completed.
The new $7200 scoreboard,
which will measure 37 ft. x 10 ft.
was absent at the Morehead
game, and the dressing
facilities and additional seats
ls unfinished
'
·':"'e_;:easc~reboard should have
'a rrived in time for the next
h
Oct
a ainst
10
~:~iga1::d the 'dre~sing
facilities, half of which were
.,. finished for the opener, should
also be completed.
Scheduled are the addition of'
6,500 seats, which when completed would raise Fairfield's
seating capacity to 16,500.
These seats will be added below
the original seats and in a bowl
at the north end of the field.
Sports Information Director
Gene Morehouse said he expected a few more of the seats to
be ready for the Miami game,
but total completion of the
project is not expected until
around the first of December.

~:n::

.$,pass exam

Officers elected

Five Marshall graduates
have passed the examination
for Certified Public Accountants in May 1970. They are
Paul Arbogast , 1969 ; Louis
Constanzo, 1969; Robert Astorg,
1968; Roy Keefer, 1967 and
Michael Deery, 1968.
The examination is given in
three parts and does not have to
be passed all at once. If a person
passes one part, he can go on
and take the other parts. A
person may take up to three
years to complete all three
parts without losing credit for
any part already completed.

Daughters of the Crimson
Rose, pin-mates of Kappa Alpha
Order, elected officers for the
1970-71 school term.
These elected were president
Linda Enochs, Williamson
senior; vice president Beverly
Garrett ,
Charleston
sophomore ; treasure Cindy
Ferre, Martinsburg sophomore.
Newly initiated members are
Marsha Morrison, Huntington
sophomore ; Kay Tracy,
Carlisle, Pa. sophomore and
Beverly Garrett.
"We hope to help the guys in
anyway possible, from cleaning
house to raising money," stated
Beverly Garrett.

I

I
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Schedule

'

I

Toledo
Xavier
H Miami
H Louisville
H, . W. Michigan
Bowling Green
A
H Kent State
E. Carolina
A!
A,
Ohio Univ.
• Homecoming

Sept. 26
Oct. 3
Oct. 10
Oct. 17
Oct. 24
.Oct. 31
Nov. 7
Nov. 14
Nov. 21

A
A

Wrestlers meet

One of those days? Stop at McDonald's.
Fifth Avenue at 21st Street

All persons Interested In
varsity wrestling are urged to
attend a meeting 4 p.m. Wednesday in Gullickson Hall auditorium.
New head coach Mike Sager
will speak about his program
and what he expects from his
athletes.
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Dr. ·Plott. is adive author, traveler
"Sarva Darsana Sangraha"
is a book by Dr. John C. Plott,
assistant
professor
of
philosophy, and Paul Mays, of
the Human Resources Research
Institute at West Virginia
University written to promote
the study of the global history of
philosophy.
As "A Bibliographical Guide
To The Global History of
Philosophy" it was written to
arouse .study of the major

philosophers.
"Sarva Darsana Sangraha"
is an Indian phrase meaning a
"gathering together of all world
views or philosophies." The
book was written in synchronological order to allow
students to simultaneously
follow
philosophies
and
philosophers on a century by
century world history basis.
Dr. Plott covers nearly every

country in his book. It follows
some
of
the
earliest
philosophers and philosophies
of China and Greece. Synchronological ·order will give
the study of philosophy a
universal outlook. In the past
Western culture has often been
emphasized.
, This book will allow the
teaching . of a new series of
courses around the . global

MU pro.fe~sor sees
the Japanese Scene
A bronze Buddha, Mount Fuji,
hundreds of monks, ancient
cities . and
Japanese
philosophers are a few of the
things Dr . .)'ohn C. Plott,
assistant
professor
of
philosophy, saw while on his
month-long visit to Japan.
Plott made the trip under a
Benedum Grant for research in .
Japanese philosophy. Under the
grant he received $1,100 to
continue his work with liis
Global History of Philosophy
Project. This project is a
collection of philosophies from
many countries and ages.
Dr. Plott arrived in Tokyo
June 11 with Paul Mays from
the Human Rescources and
Research
Institute
in
Morgantown. Plott' made the
trip to Japan to do research on
the Nichiren Tradition, a phase
of study connected with his
Global History of Philosophy
Project. Nichiren, he explained,
is a religious tradition ·cent~red
~r,9Ufid,.~ ,)3~~f~i,ur.Y. :su~dlnst prophet PHC1nren.
Mays, his companion, went to
Japan to research Japanese
juvenile delinquency.
Shortly after arriving in
Tokyo Dr. Plott met with
Hajime Nakamura, professor of
Indian and Buddhist philosophy
at University of Tokyo. He
presented' · Nakamura
a
typescript of the book Sarva
Darsana
Sangraha,
a
bibliographical history of
philosophy written by himself
and Mays.
·
He then traveled south of
Tokyo to Kamakura the location
of the famous Bronze Buddha
and Mount Fuji. He said the
Buddha was magnificent, but
Mount Fuji was difficult to see
because of the cloud cover.
Plott also made several visits
to Kanazawa, a large city on the
north central shore, to study
Nichiren in the library at the
University of Kanazawa.
Much of the professor's time
was spent in the neighboring
cities of Nara visiting temples
and talking with others
authorities of philosophy.
In Tenri city, near Nara, Dr.
Plott observed a pilgrimage of
followers of Tenrikyo, a religion
based on the teachings of its
Foundress Miki Nakayama .
Since its founding in 1838 it has
grown to membership of about
2,000,000 members in Japan
alone, and has followers in
many countries.

Clothes available
Clothing at the counseling and
Testing Center 1618 5th Ave., is
a beneficial service for
students. Any student who has
the need is eligible.
The clothing comes · from
many sources. Huntington
residents contribute about 50%,
the Beverly Hills Presbyterian
Church donates 15%, and
Marshall students contribute
the balance. Most of the
clothing is clean and pressed.

While staying in Tenri
Professor Plott visited Masao
Abe, professor of philosophy at
Nara University. While he was
with Abe, who lives in the city of
Kyoto near Nara, he made a
trip to Mount Hiei the-historic
sight
where
Buddhism
originated.
Before Dr. Plott returned to
Tokyo he traveled to several
temples near Kanazawa. The
Eiheiji temple south of.
Kanazawa that Plott visited is
the chief Soto Zen temple in
Japan.
Finally the professor spent .
the last days of his journey at
the Asian Center !>f Japan in
Tokyo. While in To~yo he went
to · the
National Science
Museum, and commented that
the Japanese technology is
comparable to any country in
the West.
. He said that the Japanese are
"ultra modern in everything."
'He said they want to .remain
Japanes~ in .cµlt4re and
tradition, and still progress as a
modern society.
On the subject of religion he

the VISUAL
DIPLOtlA

Choice of weights, stones
and .styles
Three dimensional Greek letter
encrusting
FOUR WEEK SHIPMENT

NOW AVAILABLE AT

Wfse Jewelers. Inc.
Resi,tered Jeweler -

917 FOURTH AVENUE

American Ce111 Soci,r,

DOWNTOWN HUNTINGTON
Adv.

history of philosophy, or can act
as an addition to ~e study of
Western philosophy.
Dr. Plott said he tried to get a
philosophy class based on
global history off the ground
last summer but he could not
get enough students. He said he
hopes to have three courses:
311, 312, and 321.
Plott also said he is working
on a more complex edition of

philosophy based on " Sarva
Darsana Sangraha."
The university bookstore has
had trouble getting a copy of the
edition Plott said. However he
hopes a supply will be ready for
sale soon. "Sarva Darsana
Sangraha," according to Plott,
should sell for about $12. He said
the book could be ordered from
the publisher, Leiden E. J. Brill,
Netherlands.
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The New Store On Campus Is
'Putting It All Together'
--- -

Fantastic flares
Beautiful body shirts
Wild wide belts
Swinging sweaters
Hove you girls bought a pair of Men's fla.res yet?
•

I
f

I

We honor the Student coupon books
Come in for a 10% discount

I

/

1522 4th
. . . Avenue

- '7HE HOUSE wrrH THE DUDE BLOWING HIS MIND'-

ATTENTION

....
C,,•

·we will honor all student coupon books.
Come in for your 10%· discount on _your
first purchase.
This offer is good
for both men and women.

.1\otst~J\ Lta.
11531 P'OURTH AVENUE
HUNTINGTON, WEST VIRGINIA

Turtleneck sweaters -Knit tops

Jeans
denim., khaki , corduroy

$6-$8
I.

$8 - $10

'Astec' with belt -Skirt

Adv.
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FIW, WP dropped
English examination set Saturday
English composition qualifying exam will be given 9 a .m.
Saturday in the Science Hall auditorium . Students who received a
"D" in English 102 must pass the exam in order to graduate.
Juniors and students in two-year programs who have completed
45 hours are eligible to take the exam. Bring ID card, dictionary,
line guide and pen.
The exam will also be given on Nov. 21, Feb. 13, and April 17.

Student series tickets available
Tickets for the Student Artist Series will be available in Smith
Hall Student Lounge Wednesday and Thursday from 8 a .m .-3 p.m.
Students must present activity cards.
The Artist Series will present Buddy JU.c h and his Orchestra
Sept. 30.

Hess named chairman of SCWC
Dr. Clarke Hess, professor of education, is the new head of the
Student Conduct and Welfare Committee.
He was named chairman of the committee during its last meetng
in May, according to Dr. Constantine W. Curris, director of student
personnel programs.
·
Dr. Hess, head of the Department of Counseling and
Rehabilitation, has been at Marshall University since 1951.

Dorm visitation hours adopted
East Towers and South Hall have adopted visitation hours while
the remaining dormitories except West Hall are to vote on hours
this week.
Already in effect in the two mens' dorms are the following hours :
Friday, 8:30 p.m.-12:30 a.m .; Saturday, 1-7 p.m. and 8:30 ·p.m.12:30 a.m.; and Sunday, 1-7 p.m.
Prichard Hall will vote tonight on the hours suggested by lnterdorm Council CIDC). Laidly and West Towers will vote on their
own suggested hours under IDC's guidelines. West Hall plans to
vote within the month.

Condud code available to students

By BECKY DIAL
Starr reporter
University policy has now
eliminated FIW and WP grades
on an experimental basis.
The change was made too late
to be included in the present
undergraduate catalog, but will
be applicable this semester.
Dr. J. Harvey Saunders,
assistant dean of College of Arts
and Sciences, chaired the
subcommittee of DeadnsdCounchil
which recommen e
t e
changes. Three students were

the course(s) at the time of his
withdrawal.
The wi thdrawal program was
initiated to discourage the
number of irregular wi th ·
drawals made by students, Dr.
Saunders said.
Under the new system, a
student is not placed on
automatic probation as he was
when he received an FIW
grade. The FIW grade was
being used as a "punitive
grade," explained Dr. Saunders, and is now being
eliminat!?(l.

week of classes with no fear of
an F grade?"
Last year, on the last day of
regular
withdrawal,
approximately 300 students did so
in the College of Arts and
Scierices alone, Dr. Sa\Ulders
lied
reca
.
The move to eliminate WP
and_ FIW grades was made in
response to encouraging a
student to remain in a class
longer and "catch on and learn
something" before the end of
the semester, said Dr. Saun-

al~;C:':,1:t
changed to enable a student to
withdraw anytime prior to the
last week of classes.
A student is given the grade W
if he withdraws during the last
week of classes and is passing

Students who drop out of one
or more courses without permission receive an F grade, not
the FIW as before.
"Why withdraw irregularly,"
asked Dr. SaWlders, "when you
can withdraw until the last

ders.
·If the new policy appears to
have been abused at the end of
the semester when it is
reviewed, the policy is likely to
be changed again, Dr. SaWlders
said.

~:t:.':1:i::::'~

Relations center plan_s
Homer Davis, director of the
Student Relations Center, is
outlining programs for the
upcoming year. All programs
are in the planning stage. Dates
and details have not yet been
decided.
Among the programs will be
"Symposium '70" a series of
educational films on racial
situations. The films were
previewed last spring by Black
United Students and will be lent
by the Center to interested
grouRS,
Th
·11 1 be
.
_ _ e_re_ ~ _ a_ so _ a series

Students may pick up a copy of the conduct code in the Student
Personnel office, according to Dr. Donald Carson, dean of students.

Formal rush began Monday
and will continue through next
week for Greek fraternities,
according to Charlie Nelson,
Bridgeport junior and lnterfraternity Council rush
chairman .
Nelson said any fulltime
student is eligible for rush if he
is in good financial and
academic standing with the
University .
The first smokers were
Monday nigh't by Theta Xi , Zeta
Beta Tau, Pi Kappa Alpha, and
Lambda Chi Alpha.
Smoker schedule for the
remainder of this week is :
Today--Kappa Alpha Psi, 6-6 :50
p.m .; Alpha Sigma Phi, 7-7:50

p.m .; Phi Kappa Tau, 8-8:50
p.m.; and Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
9-9 :50 p.m .

Wednesday : Tau Kappa
.Epsilon, 7-7:50 p.m.; Kappa
Alpha , 8-8:50 p.m .; and Sigma
Phi Epsilon, 9-9:50 p.m .
Next week 's schedule:
Monday- Sigma Phi Epsilon, 66:50 p.m.; Theta Xi , 7-7:50
p.m. ; Zeta Beta Tau, 8-8:50
p.m .; and Pi Kappa Alpha, 99:50 p.m .
Tuesday , September 29:
Lambda Chi Alpha, 6-6:50 p.m .;
Kappa Alpha Psi, 7-7 :50 p.m .;
Alpha Sigma Phi, 8-8:50 p.m. ;
and Phi Kappa Tau, 9-9 :50 p.m .
Wednesday, September 30:
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 7-7 :50
p.m .; Tau Kappa Epsilon, 88:50 p.m. ; and Kappa Alpha, 99:50 p.m.
Nelson said bids will be
distributed Friday, October 2,
from 3 to 5 p.m. The place will
be announced later. There is a
$5 bid fee which is paid when the
bid is registered with IFC.

TR.IPLE
HASA BACK
TO CAMPUS
TREAT
FOR YOU!

B_US meets tonight
Black United Students will Relations Center, added, " This
have its second meeting for the is a new year for Marshall
school year at 8 p.m. in the University and a new year
Student Relations Center. The ought to be a new day for black
first meeting was held Sept. 16 students at Marshall."
to plan a "get together" which
He also said that the group
must involve as many Blacks as
was held Friday night.
BUS president, Rick Turn- possible in its activities and that
bow, Cincinnati, Ohio, senior, the students must be creative
said, "The objective of the about what the Center should
party is to promote unity and do ·
get students involved in the
Other officers for the group
Center before they became too are Craig T . Greenlee,
involved with studies and the Jacksonville, Fla ., junior, vice
president ; Lee Ernest Mccfootball season."
Turnbow noted that the group linton. Huntington sophomore,
needed unity in preparation for treasurer ; and Venida Lee.
the Center's move to facilities in Williamson senior.
the new student union.
Regular meetings for BUS is
The Rev. Homer Davis, tentatively set for 8 p.m.
director of the Student Tuesdays. ·

titled "Plays for Living." The
first will be " The Man Nobody
Saw", a play performed by the
Kanawha
players
from
Charleston. Later there will be
other social dramas performed
by Marshall students.
Also there will be a lecturedialogue series to promote
group reaction and dialogue. In
addition the Center hopes to
have a workshop on racism.
Davis said, one of the main
projects for the year will be a
spring Black Arts Festival.
Included will be music drama
'
'

~IJIEllfJNE
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Greeks will rush
through next week
By TOM BROWNING
Starr reporter

poetry•
seminars,
a~d
, workshops. Arrangements will
be ha ndl~ through a New York
group, yqi~e_s ~c. bro_ught_ to
\\'.est Vir~ma in conJ\Ulchon
wi th several 0th~r coll~es.
The ~nter will co~tinue a
~o~munity ~urvey which was
imhat~d this su!llmer · The
survey !s to determine the nee<:15
of Huntingt~n- 1.t has resulted in
the . a~hvahon
of
an
. org~mzahon to work toward
solving problems. The newly
formed_ a nd .a~ yet un-named
group is a Joint student and
_c_Q..mmunity effort: __

• j

CAMPUS LOCATIONS:
305 29th St.

4th Ave. & ~3th St.

DECKER

IAN

WITH COUPON

THER AR-EA LOCATIONS
HUNTINGTON
WEST-2930 Auburn Rd.
East-321 I Washington Blvd.

ASHLAND
1208 Winchester

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR

A FREE
TR I PL E
DECKER
GIANT
OFFER GOOD
SEPT. 22-SEPT. 25

••-------------•---•'-,-.c,-.,i~~~.,..__..._....,...CP>lo.,...~d
Adv.
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UNIVERSITY
LIVING HAS

youag
maa•••

A LOOK OF

ITS OWN
-AND YOU'LL FIND
YOUR SPECIAL LOOK AT
AMSBARY'S WHERE .

,.

I

IT ALL IS HAPPENING

I .

r

r
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Country-bred Corduroy
TUDOR -

There's the Country-bred look in
this Cotton corduroy Norfolk coat. Its country
charm is carried through by the paneled fronts,
the full belt with leather buckle, and the inverted
. pleat patch pockets. There's luxury, too, in the
leather buttons and the silky-smooth Skinners
Satin lining.

,t_f

NORFOLK

r

SPORT COATS

,.
~

CALM, COLLECTIVE AND
CORDUROY .. . BUTTONED
BELT AND POCKET FLAPS
GIVE YOU ANOTHER
DESERVING LOOK.

in the

$4Q

AMSBARl .MACH

smr hy --Arrow•

Vested super-suit. To let your shirtsleeves show through.
And with shirts as hip and colorful as they are these days, that's good.
You're dressed ••• in a casual way. Or casual in adressed
way. Trousers slightly flared. For adash at the good life.
The·Carpetbagger in gold herringbone, blue trim (shown)
or Villager in Indian Tapestry design on gold ground.

SUITS$29.95 SWAGGER SHIRTS from $9.00

YOUR FRIENDS ON CAMPUS
ARE YOUR FASHION ADVISERS
IN THE 321 SHOP...THEY KNOW
WHAT'S THE REAL THING AND
THEY'LL BE GLAD TO SHOW
YOU TO YOUR MOST EXCITING
LOOK, COME IN TODAY AND
REACQUAINTED.

GE1

OUR STAFF IS EAGERLY WA.TING TO SERVE YOU

